THE ELLIOT NEWMAN SOCIETY

SEMINAR SERIES

2019-2020

AUGUST 29
NETWORKING
Dr. David Sacks | 206 PRB

SEPTEMBER 19
NAVIGATING VICTR RESOURCES
Dr. Lesa Black and Christelle Scott | 206 PRB

NOVEMBER 14
HOW TO WRITE YOUR K/CDA PROGRESS REPORT
Alp Ikizler | 206 PRB

DECEMBER 19
LESSONS LEARNED WHILE BUILDING A CAREER
Dr. Julie Bastarache | 206 PRB

JANUARY 30
GETTING R-READY FROM DAY 1 OF YOUR K
Dr. Katherine Hartmann | MCN C2209

FEBRUARY 27
MANAGING A LAB AS A NEW INVESTIGATOR
Panel Discussion | MCN C2209

MARCH 5
IMPLEMENTING AUTHORSHIP AGREEMENTS
Dr. Colleen Mayowski | MCN C2209

APRIL 30
PROTECTING YOUR PROTECTED TIME
Tesha Garcia-Taylor | MCN C2209

MAY 28
HOW TO LEAVE YOUR MENTOR AND START YOUR OWN RESEARCH PROGRAM
Panel Discussion | MCN C2209

The Elliot Newman Society is for faculty awarded research career development awards
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